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Abstract
A mathematical function, specified by a computer program, can be differentiated efficiently through the exploitation of its program structure. The important properties of a program for the efficient generation of derivative code are the asymmetries between the number of inputs and outputs of program components at various levels of abstraction and the mathematical complexity of the involved operators. Automatic generation of efficient derivative codes thus requires analysis of programs for detection of such properties and systematic methods for their exploitation in composing the derivative codes. We suggest a hierarchical approach based on a partitioning of the computational or program graph as a means to deduce workable solutions to this hard problem. Each partition corresponds to a localized scope for derivative computation, and hierarchical partitions provide a mechanism for exploiting program structure at various levels. As a particular example, we discuss dynamic programming approaches for finding good one-dimensional partitions and generalizations to arbitrary directed acyclic graphs that, by recycling substructure information, allow one to determine the optimal elimination ordering for a graph with \( n \) nodes with complexity \( O(2^n) \), as compared with the \( O(n!) \) complexity of a naive search. Lastly, we give a concrete example illustrating the hierarchical approach on the driven cavity problem from the MINPACK-2 optimization test set collection.
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1 Introduction
Traditionally, automatic differentiation of computer programs has been strongly influenced by the view of the program as a computational graph or Kantorovich graph (see, for example, [11, 14, 16, 20]). An example of a computer program and its corresponding computational graph is shown in Figure 1. Note that the computational graph represents the program only when the if-branch evaluates to false, as is the case if we instantiate \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) to 1 and 1.5, respectively. Further, note that each node corresponds to a unique value \( v_i \), rather than a storage location and that loops were unrolled. Given the graph, we can then evaluate the program in a data-flow fashion. The values thus computed are shown
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if \((x_1 - 2) > 0\) then
  \[ a = x_1 \]
else
  \[ a = 2^*x_1 \]
end if
\[ b = 1 \]
for \(i = 1:2\) do
  \[ b = b + \sqrt{(b)*a} \]
end for
\[ y_1 = b/x_2 \]
\[ y_2 = a^*x_2 \]

in the table on the right side of Figure 1, with \(v_i\) denoting the value computed at node \(i\).

Since the floating-point operations supported by traditional programming languages such as Fortran 77, C, and Pascal are at the scalar level, the elementary operations represented in such computational graphs are typically scalar, with each node having at most two input arcs.

From this graph, we can derive the linearized graph, where we label the arcs corresponding to an elementary operation \(\Phi\) having inputs \(u\) and \(v\) with the elementary derivatives \(\partial\Phi/\partial u\) and \(\partial\Phi/\partial v\). The linearized graph induced by the computational graph in Figure 1 is shown on the left side of Figure 2. Since all operations have been linearized, the operands associated with the nodes can be omitted.

As described by Griewank and Reese [16], the final Jacobian can then be computed by a graph elimination approach. The elimination rule (shown on the right side of Figure 2) involves making the neighbors of an eliminated node a clique, instantiating or augmenting the weights on the clique arcs by the product of the path through the eliminated node. The associativity of the chain rule of differential calculus implies that nodes can be eliminated in arbitrary order, and the final Jacobian can be represented by the bipartite graph containing only the input and output variables of the program.

The forward mode of automatic differentiation generates the linearized graph and eliminates nodes in a fashion that is consistent with the order in which values are computed during program execution. Hence, there is no need to actually build the computational graph. In contrast, the reverse mode of automatic differentiation eliminates the nodes by starting at the output variables of the program, thus requiring storage of the computational or linearized graph in some form. For example, ADOL-C [15] generates a “tape,” encoding the operands and operations in the order in which they were encountered during a program.
Fig. 2. Linearized graph induced by computation shown in Figure 1 (left) and example of node elimination rule for linearized graph (right)

evaluation; postprocessing utilities can then compute various varieties of derivatives off-line. In contrast, JAKEF [18] stores the linearized graph directly. Note that each of these representations captures only a particular execution path through the program. Once such a graph representation has been built, however, other elimination orderings are possible, such as the Markowitz rule described in [16].

The drawback of this fine-grained graph view of automatic differentiation is that it does not scale. Deriving computational graphs where nodes correspond to scalar additions and multiplications is infeasible for large programs, since such a representation must occupy storage on the order of the number of floating-point operations executed in a program.

One way to circumvent this difficulty is to increase the granularity of the elementary operators in the underlying language. For example, the CODE system [21], as well as the class definitions underlying the weather model described in [24], employs 3-D data structures as elementary objects. Vectors are employed as base types in [26], and the elementary objects that can be symbolically differentiated by an algebraic manipulation system are the elementary objects in [22]. The reduction in complexity of the computational graph can be dramatic, as illustrated in Figure 3, which expresses computation at the matrix and vector levels (the matrix $M$ is considered constant with respect to differentiation). Here, up to $O(n^2)$ elementary operations are represented by one node. Note that the elimination rule (Figure 2) still holds, if the multiplication is interpreted as matrix multiply. For example, if we eliminate the node computing $\alpha$, we obtain $\partial b/\partial x = 2yx^T \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$. If we eliminate the node computing $b$ first, we obtain $\partial \gamma/\partial \alpha = 2(Mb)^Ty \in \mathbb{R}$ and $\partial \gamma/\partial y = 2(Mb)^TA \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times n}$. We note that an approach at the matrix level was also used in [13] to optimize derivatives in the context of a symbolic manipulation system.

If matrix and vector operations are represented as subroutine calls, the structure shown in Figure 3 would correspond to the highest level of abstraction of the program graph (or abstract syntax tree), which is the data structure that compilers typically use to represent
and manipulate programs. Recently, automatic differentiation has been approached as a source transformation problem in the ADIFOR [4, 5], ADIC [8], AMC [12], and Odyssee [25] tools. Instead of interpreting the computational graph on the fly or constructing it as a byproduct of program execution, these tools generate a new code that, when executed, computes the desired derivatives. As a result, the adjoint codes generated by Odyssee or AMC can compute derivatives for all potential paths through the program, not just a particular path.

2 Hierarchical Derivative Approaches, Graph Partitioning, and Interface Contraction

Opportunities for decreasing the complexity of derivative computation arise when the number of variables passing through a vertex separator (i.e., a group of vertices whose removal from the program graph leads to two disjoint subgraphs) to the computational or program graph is smaller than the number of independent or dependent variables to be computed. Consider Figure 4. If either the forward or the reverse mode is used, node elimination order requires 22 multiplications. On the other hand, if we first eliminate the nodes above node $s$ to compute $\partial s/\partial (a,b,c)$, then eliminate the nodes below node $s$ to compute $\partial (x,y,z)/\partial s$, and finally eliminate $s$ to arrive at $\partial (a,b,c)/\partial (x,y,z)$, only 17 multiplications are required. Iri [20] referred to such a situation as a “vertex cut”; Hovland et al. [19] called it an “interface contraction.”

This small example illustrates three important principles.

Graph Partitioning: The identification of program sections whose derivatives with respect to input and output variables should be computed “out of context,” that is, ignoring the surrounding computations.

Hierarchical Chain Rule Application: The chain rule is applied at various levels of abstraction.

Interface Contraction: Whenever we can identify a piece of the program whose number of input arguments is smaller than the number of independent variables for differen-
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**Fig. 4.** Example demonstrating the global inadequacy of either forward or reverse mode
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**Fig. 5.** Program structure and hierarchical differentiation approaches

...

tiation, the independent differentiation of these program pieces is likely to decrease the derivative complexity in a global forward-mode approach. The same holds for the output variables in a reverse-mode framework.

A hierarchical view of a program as well as a visualization of various approaches for computing derivatives is shown in Figure 5. We make the following observations:

1. The structure of Figure 5 is, for the most part, invisible to programming systems that perform automatic differentiation by redefining the elementary operators. Such systems can be viewed as propagating at every step the derivatives of the value of an expression with respect to the global independent variables (in the forward mode) or the derivatives of the global dependent variables with respect to the value returned
by an expression (in the reverse mode).

2. Automatic differentiation (AD) systems employing compiler infrastructure can go beyond this myopic view. This ability to redefine the scope of differentiation is the biggest advantage of the source transformation approach to AD. For example, the approach currently employed in ADIFOR and ADIC can be interpreted as a uniform statement-level partitioning of the program graph. That is, for each assignment statement, the derivative of the result with respect to the variables appearing on the right-hand side is computed by using the reverse mode, and then these derivatives are chained together by using the forward mode, ignoring the remainder of the program structure. Note that, while the reverse mode is the better design choice for computing the little statement gradients, the use of the forward mode would in all likelihood also have improved performance as long as the number of variables on the right-hand side is smaller than the number of independent variables to be computed globally.

3. Moving up in the program structure, we note that many solution approaches for partial differential equations based on finite-difference approaches employ so-called stencils to update the value at a particular grid point by computing a function of a limited number of neighbors. For example, the seven-point stencil computes the new value of $x(i, j, k)$ from

\[ x(i, j, k), x(i - 1, j, k), x(i + 1, j, k), x(i, j - 1, k), x(i, j + 1, k), x(i, j, k - 1), \text{ and } x(i, j, k + 1). \]

Such a stencil typically is the body of a multidimensional loop, and it may well be profitable to declare it as its own differentiation partition, perhaps by using statement-level partitioning in the ADIFOR/ADIC fashion at a lower level. A concrete example of stencil-level partitioning is given in the next section.

4. Moving up further in the program structure, we observe that subroutine boundaries may be likely places for interface contraction. For example, in the application described in [19], a subroutine that computed a scalar output value from two scalar input values was called in a loop. By considering this subroutine as its own derivative partition, computing its associated two-element gradient using ADIFOR, and then chaining this resulting derivative back into the remainder of the program, the authors obtained a derivative code whose performance was close to a hand-coded one. This approach is the default used for Jacobian generation in Odysée [10].

To reiterate, these examples achieved improvements by defining a portion of the program (a “differentiation partition”), computing the derivatives of this program fragment in a fashion that was oblivious of context, and applying the chain rule at this level of granularity. In the resulting hierarchical program graph, this partitioning approach can be repeated at many levels of abstraction. To find suitable partitions, we need to know the following information.

**Information bandwidth in and out of a candidate partition:** The amount of information passing in and out of a program fragment determines the cost of integrating the derivatives determined by this program fragment in a forward- or backward-oriented approach. Data flow and dependence analysis techniques, developed in the context of parallelizing compilers (see, for example, [17, 23]), provide a strong foundation from which such information can be derived.

**Estimate of complexity of computing the derivatives of a candidate partition:** The cost of derivatives of a program fragment depends on many factors, such as
the memory and floating-point resources,
the degree of nonlinearity in the computation, and
the degree of derivative sparsity (see, for example, [7, 3]).

Data flow and dependence analysis tools, static performance analyzers, runtime tools for gathering program statistics, and user interaction may all contribute to this phase. While we could conceivably partition a computer program in an arbitrary fashion, we believe that the program structure shown in Figure 5 provides useful guidance for choosing candidate partitions and greatly restricts the potential partitions to be considered.

3 Generalizations of Dynamic Programming for Determining Accumulation Orderings

The discussion in the preceding section leads, at every level of partitioning, to the following subproblem: Given a directed acyclic graph (DAG) $G$ with $n$ nodes $v_i$, say, where the derivatives of each node with respect to any of its predecessors are known, derive the optimal ordering for accumulating the derivatives defined by this DAG. The total number of different elimination orderings is $n!$, the enumeration of which is clearly impractical unless $n$ is small. However, as illustrated in Figure 3, a hierarchical view of the program may well lead to small graphs.

For linear DAGs, dynamic programming [1, pp. 67–69] arrives at an $O(n^3)$ algorithm for finding the minimum-cost node elimination ordering by realizing that the optimal solution is composed of optimal solutions to subproblems. That is, if we define $C(k : j)$ to be the minimum cost of computing the derivatives associated with the DAG consisting of $v_k$ to $v_j$, and $b_i$ to be the number of values passed from $v_i$ to $v_{i+1}$ ($b_0$ is the number of inputs to $v_1$), we have

$$C(k : j) = \min_{k \leq l \leq j} (C(k : l - 1) + C(l + 1 : j) + 2b_kb_j).$$

The $O(n^3)$ complexity is achieved by tabulating the solutions in the order of increasing $k - j$.

This approach can be applied to the general case. To illustrate, consider a graph with three nodes, and Figure 6. We can eliminate an arbitrary node first, leading to the three subproblems shown at the next level. Eliminating the next node leads to three one-node subproblems, each of which appears twice. If we tabulate in this fashion for $n$ nodes,
\begin{verbatim}
do i = 1, ny
do j = 1, nx
  k = (i-1)*nx + j
  pbl = x(k-nx-1)
  pb = x(k-nx)
  pbb = x(k-2*nx)
  pbr = x(k-nx+1)
  pl = x(k-1)
  pll = x(k-2)
  p = x(k)
  pr = x(k+1)
  prr = x(k+2)
  ptl = x(k+2*nx)
  pt = x(k+nx)
  ptt = x(k+2*nx)
  ptr = x(k*nx+1)

  dpdy = (pt-pb)/(two*hy)
  dpdx = (pr-pl)/(two*hx)
  pblap = (pbr-two*pbb+pbl)/hx2 + (p-two*pb+pbb)/hy2
  plap = (pr-two*pt+ppl)/hx2 + (pt-two*pl+pbl)/hy2
  prlap = (prr-two*pr+pbr)/hx2 + (ptr-two*pr+pbr)/hy2
  pttlap = (ptr-two*pt+ptl)/hx2 + (ptt-two*pt+ppl)/hy2
  fvec(k) = (ptlap-two*plap+pllap)/hx2 +
             (ptlap-two*plap+pllap)/hy2 -
             r*(dpdy*(prlap-pllap)/(two*hx) -
              dpdx*(ptlap-pblap)/(two*hy))
enddo
enddo
\end{verbatim}

FIG. 7. Main loop inside of MINPACK-2's driven cavity problem

the number of nodes of the enumeration graph in Figure 6 will adhere to the binomial sequence, resulting in \(2^n\) nodes and \(n2^{n-1}\) edges overall. Thus, we can arrive at the optimal solution strategy far more rapidly than with the naive approach. For example, for \(n = 10\), \(n! = 3,628,800\), whereas \(2^n = 1,024\).

Although a considerable improvement over the naive search, this exponential enumeration may still require significant effort, especially for large \(n\). Thus, we expect that heuristics will continue to play an important role. For example, we can reduce the general DAG case to the linear DAG case by ordering DAG nodes in a topological fashion and considering all nodes at a given level as a "supernode." Since nodes in a supernode are independent, they can actually be eliminated in parallel, an approach that was explored at the elementary operation level in [9].

4 A Case Study

We now provide a concrete example illustrating that hierarchical approaches to derivative generation can do considerably better than either of the "monolithic" approaches largely underlying current AD tools. To this end, we employ the driven cavity problem in the MINPACK-2 test set collection [2]. Its main computational kernel (ignoring boundary conditions) is the loop shown in Figure 7, which computes an \(n = nx \times ny\) vector \(fvec\)
from an \( n \)-vector \( x \).

Let us assume that we are interested in computing \( D := \frac{df_{vec}}{dx} \cdot S \), where \( S \) is an \( n \times p \) matrix with \( p \leq n \) matrix. If we apply a mainly forward-mode tool such as ADIFOR 2.0 [5] to compute \( D \), the derivative cost will be linear in \( p \). Applying a reverse-mode tool such as Odysée [25] overall does not make sense, since its complexity would be linear in \( n \geq p \).

To do better, we realize that the loop body can be viewed as a mapping of 13 distinct elements of the array \( x \) to \( f_{vec}(k) \). Thus, as long as \( p < 13 \), we have an instance of interface contraction. We can isolate the stencil update (the lines of code from the definition of \( dpdy \) through the update of \( f_{vec}(k) \)) in a subroutine \( \text{loopbody} \), say, and apply an automatic differentiation tool to generate a code to compute the derivatives \( g := \frac{df_{vec}(k)}{dp} \), where \( p^* \) is shorthand for “all variables starting with \( p \).”

If we use ADIFOR to generate code for the computation of \( g \), we obtain the derivative code shown in Figure 8. To fit the code on one page, we have taken some liberty with alignment of Fortran continuation and comment characters. Since neither of the values of the array \( x \) is overwritten inside the loop, we moved the initialization of the seed matrices for the computation of the 13-element gradient outside of the loop. The variable \( p \) corresponds to the number of columns of the global seed matrix \( S \). The number 13 in the call to \( g_{\text{loopbody}} \) is the number of derivatives we wish to compute in this call. For more details on the use of ADIFOR-generated code, see [6].

On the other hand, the code inside \( \text{loopbody} \) is a perfect candidate for the use of the reverse mode. We are interested only in the derivatives with respect to one dependent variable, and no loops or branches complicate the generation of the reverse mode. If we employ Odysée to generate code for \( g \), we obtain the code shown in Figure 9. Note that while \( g_{\text{loopbody}} \) and \( \text{loopbodyad} \) require different initializations and use different approaches to computing the gradient \( g \), the chain rule “glue code” remains unchanged.

Executing the code generated by a global application of ADIFOR 2.0, as well as the codes shown in Figure 8 and 9, on a Sun SPARCstation iPX, with \( nx = ny = 120 \) and \( p \) ranging from 5 to 60, we obtain the results shown in Figure 10.

The behavior of the global ADIFOR and the ADIFOR version with interface contraction is as expected, with a crossover around \( p = 15 \), close to the number of variables (13) involved in the \( \text{loopbody} \) interface. For \( p < 13 \), our approach actually leads to an interface expansion and performs worse than the global ADIFOR approach.

The performance of the version that uses the Odysée-generated reverse mode to compute the small gradient \( g \) is even better. Because of the simple structure of the underlying code, the reverse mode can be implemented without any overhead for storing (or recomputing) values that are overwritten, or directions of branches taken. Thus, the resulting code outperforms the ADIFOR approach for computing the small gradient \( g \) by a considerable margin. Somewhat surprising, the “interface contraction with Odysée approach” outperforms the global ADIFOR approach even for \( p = 5 \), illustrating the potential power of hierarchical approaches coupled with context-sensitive differentiation strategies.

5 Conclusions
This paper explored hierarchical approaches to automatic differentiation. We showed how interface asymmetries between the number of derivatives to be computed and the amount of information flowing in or out of a program segment can be used profitably to decrease
* Initialization of ‘‘subroutine seed matrices’’

* NOT SHOWN HERE TO SAVE SPACE: The initialization of
* lg_pb(1:13), lg_pbb(1:13), lg_pbr(1:13), lg_pl(1:13),
* lg_pl(1:13), lg_p(1:13), lg_pr(1:13), lg_prr(1:13), lg_pt(1:13),
* lg_pt(1:13), lg_ptt(1:13), and lg_ptr(1:13) to zero

lg_pb(1) = 1.040
lg_pb(2) = 1.040
lg_pbb(3) = 1.040
lg_pbr(4) = 1.040
lg_pl(5) = 1.040
lg_pl(6) = 1.040
lg_p(7) = 1.040
lg_pr(8) = 1.040
lg_prr(9) = 1.040
lg_pt(10) = 1.040
lg_pt(11) = 1.040
lg_ptt(12) = 1.040
lg_ptr(13) = 1.040

do 99998 i = 3, ny - 2
   do 99999 j = 3, nx - 2
      k = (i - 1) * nx + j

* Computation of gradient defined by loop body

   call g_loopbody(13,
   + x(k - nx - 1), lg_pb, x(k - nx), lg_pb,
   + x(k - 2 * nx), lg_pbb, x(k - nx + 1), lg_pbr,
   + x(k - 1), lg_pl, x(k - 2), lg_pl,
   + x(k), lg_p, x(k + 1), lg_pr,
   + x(k + 2), lg_prr, x(k + nx - 1), lg_ptl,
   + x(k + nx), lg_pt, x(k + 2 * nx), lg_ptt,
   + x(k + nx + 1), lg_ptr, fvec(k), lg_fval,
   + hx, hy, r)

* Derivative chain rule to update derivatives of fvec(k) using
* gradient of loop body and derivatives of variables entering
* loop body.

   do ii = 1, p
      g_fvec(ii,k) =
      + lg_fval(1) * g_x(ii,k-nx-1) + lg_fval(2) * g_x(ii,k-nx) +
      + lg_fval(3) * g_x(ii,k-2*nx) + lg_fval(4) * g_x(ii,k-nx+1) +
      + lg_fval(5) * g_x(ii,k - 1) + lg_fval(6) * g_x(ii,k-2) +
      + lg_fval(7) * g_x(ii,k) + lg_fval(8) * g_x(ii,k+1) +
      + lg_fval(9) * g_x(ii,k + 2) + lg_fval(10) * g_x(ii,k*nx-1) +
      + lg_fval(11) * g_x(ii,k + nx) + lg_fval(12) * g_x(ii,k+2*nx) +
      + lg_fval(13) * g_x(ii,k + nx + 1)
   enddo

99999     continue
99998     continue

Fig. 8. Sample derivative code employing ADIFOR-generated code to compute the gradient associated with the loop body
do 99998 i = 3, ny - 2
do 99999 j = 3, nx - 2
k = (i - 1) * nx + j

fvalad = 1.040
do ii = 1, 13
lg_fval(ii) = 0.040
endo
call loopbodyad(
+ x(k - nx - 1), x(k - nx), x(k - 2 * nx),
+ x(k - nx + 1), x(k - 1), x(k - 2),
+ x(k), x(k + 1), x(k + 2), x(k + nx - 1),
+ x(k + nx), x(k + 2 * nx), x(k + nx + 1),
+ fvec(k), hx, hy, r, lg_fval(1), lg_fval(2),
+ lg_fval(3), lg_fval(4), lg_fval(5), lg_fval(6),
+ lg_fval(7), lg_fval(8), lg_fval(9), lg_fval(10),
+ lg_fval(11), lg_fval(12), lg_fval(13), fvalad)

* Derivative chain rule to update derivatives of fvec(k) using
* gradient of loop body and derivatives of variables entering
* loop body.

do ii = 1, p
g_fvec(ii,k) =
+ lg_fval(1) * g_x(ii,k-nx-1) + lg_fval(2) * g_x(ii, k-nx) +
+ lg_fval(3) * g_x(ii, k-2*nx) + lg_fval(4) * g_x(ii, k-nx+1) +
+ lg_fval(5) * g_x(ii, k - 1) + lg_fval(6) * g_x(ii, k-2) +
+ lg_fval(7) * g_x(ii,k) + lg_fval(8) * g_x(ii, k+1) +
+ lg_fval(9) * g_x(ii, k + 2) + lg_fval(10) * g_x(ii, k+nx-1) +
+ lg_fval(11) * g_x(ii, k + nx) + lg_fval(12) * g_x(ii, k+2*nx) +
+ lg_fval(13) * g_x(ii, k + nx + 1)
endo

99999 continue
99998 continue

FIG. 9. Sample derivative code employing Odysseé-generated code to compute the gradient
associated with the loop body

derivative complexity. The resulting approach can be viewed as a hierarchical partitioning of
the program graph, with individual partitions corresponding to program segments for which
derivatives are computed ignoring their computational context and then spliced into the
surrounding computation by an application of the chain rule at a higher level of granularity.
We suggested approaches for choosing such partitions in computational graphs, and we
gave a concrete example illustrating a partitioning at the loop-body level, using different
approaches for generating the loop-body derivatives.

Work is under way to provide a largely language-independent intermediate representation
of program fragments that would facilitate easy experimentation with different partition
strategies and context-sensitivity differentiation approaches, thus allowing the explo-
ration of the combinatorial richness created by the associativity of the derivative chain rule.
We believe that, because of the simplicity of the current approaches, the resulting algorithmic
improvements will result in order of magnitude saving even for moderate differentiation
problems.
Fig. 10. Result of Application of Interface Contraction to Driven Cavity Problem
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